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Converting SLS to Non SLS on W124 Wagon 

Parts you need:  

124 320 02 89 - Rod (rear swy bar link) - You can use the aluminum ones that are on your wagon, but 
you're going to have to trim the bushing down to fit the new rear lower control arm 

202 350 02 06 - Control Arm (lower control arm that the spring sits on) - you need this because the SLS 
struts on the wagon's have a control arm with 2 lower mounting points instead of just the one a normal 
shock would require. you can't just drill a hole in the SLS control arm because there won't be enough 
metal to support the force of the shock 

 XXXXXXX - a very very very short bodied shock / air shock that's near 10" compressed from bottom to 
the very tip. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

In reality, that's all you need as you can reuse the rest of the control arms that are on your wagons. 
You'll have to figure out what to do with the SLS strut lines. Make an SLS block off plate or just get a 
power steering pump from a sedan or coupe without the SLS. You've got to make that decision on your 
own.  

Here's an SLS block off plate:  

 

Mercedes used to offer one for some older V8's and the part number for that is 1160150209. I know 
they work on the Cosworth, but I don't know if that block off plate is compatible with the W124 system.  

 

The fun part is finding a set of shocks that are short enough to work on the wagon. The rear of the 
wagon is different than the sedan in that the shock mounting is WAY closer to the ground than the 
sedans. This means that if you were to use a sedan shock in the rear of the wagon, you would be riding 



on the shock and nothing but the shock. You want a shock that is roughly 9.34 in. Compressed/14.70 in. 
Extended. You can vary this by approximately 3/4", it won't matter. You want a super short compressed. 
Extension doesn't matter.  

Gabriel makes a nice air shock called the Hijacker. It's an air system that you can pump air into or 
remove air to get the ride height/ride feel that you want. Air's compressible, so it makes for a pretty nice 
ride that's firmer than the ride the SLS struts give you. You can also find shocks that are used on street 
rods/hot rods. There's a pretty big aftermarket for them, so you're choices vary.  

You're going to need a shock that has an eyelet on the bottom and a rod on top. Any other variation 
won't work. There's a guy on eBay that supplies all the shocks you could ever dream of. His eBay handle 
is "greghire1". You can go to his ebay store and scroll down until you find the streetrod/hotrod section 
and find the shock you want.  

 

You can see in this picture the eyelet on the bottom with the rod on top. You might have to use some 
washers as spacers or not, depends on what kind of shock you get.  

Here's what a super short Gabriel air shock looks like: 

 

Works great and it has a 4300lbs load capacity PER SHOCK and it's adjustable! Like SLS but better!!! 



 

So if you want to get rid of that troublesome SLS system, hopefully this write up will help you out some. I 
had to tackle this on my dad's wagon blind and did a lot of guess and checking to make it happen. 
Overall, his reaction was asking why Mercedes didn't do an air suspension in the first place! More 
reliable, firmer and a lot cooler!  

If you have any questions, feel free to PM me on forums (bsmuwk) or shoot me an email 
(bsmuwk@yahoo.com) .  

 

Laterz 

Allen 


